
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a rep, sales. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for rep, sales

Manage and/or direct distributors and/or independent reps/agents by
performing any training and establishing specific, measurable, financial, and
non-financial objectives for each to ensure business, promotions, and sales
strategies are defined and executed
Manage key accounts as it relates to developing and maintaining
relationships with all key stakeholders, ensuring business and sales strategies
are defined and executed, and by establishing specific, measurable, financial,
and non-financial desired outcomes for each key account
Completes administrative aspects of role inclusive of response to Email and
vmail, timely follow up, expense reporting, trip reports, on a thorough and
timely basis and adheres to company policy inclusive of pricing, free goods,
phone use
Utilize Business Intelligence and Sales Analysis Tools/Reports to manage,
assess, and maximize opportunities
Lead or participate in special projects and/or take on additional
responsibilities as requested by the Sales Management Team
Conducts weekly sales calls - includes servicing existing customer cold calling
potential customers (average 4-5 cold calls per week)
Cultivate and expand on business relationships with customers, accounts, and
internal company personnel
Forecast and deliver on sales goals
Utilize reporting to analyze results, and identify business gaps and
opportunities
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Qualifications for rep, sales

Act as a role model for the team
Understand make up of client base by segment and user type to assist sales
team in putting in place territory plans to meet objective
Have the available to work varying shifts during the week and on weekends
The office hours are Monday through Friday 9AM-10PM and on weekends
from 10AM-6PM
Two to three years experience in outside sales
Computer proficiency in Microsoft Office tools, eCommerce sales, and other
web based programming
High energy level, comfortable and accurate at multi-tasking


